
 THE WORLD’S 
 FIRST ELECTRIC 
PILE DRIVING RIG

When we at Junttan set out to design more sustainable innovations, we 
understood that a new Junttan model needed to tick all the same boxes 
from the very beginning as its predecessors. That’s why we decided to 
combine the best of both worlds; tested and optimized Junttan hydraulics 
merged with modern batteries and electric motor technology. 

The result is the world’s first fully battery-powered electric pile driving 
rig that is ready to meet the same challenges at the work site as its 
predecessors. Instead of a diesel engine, we are now powering the 
hydraulic system with a modern electric motor that generates its power 
from a battery pack at the rear of the rig where the counterweight used 
to be. In this way, we were able to build a solution that is reliable, easy to 
operate, and as effective as normal diesel-powered Junttan rigs. To make 
everyday life at the worksite possible, we chose a solution where the rig 
is powered by two separate 396 kWh battery packs that can be replaced 
during the day if needed. By choosing a detachable two battery system 
instead of one bigger fixed, charging can be done with a normal 63A mains 
outlet and both batteries are ready the next morning. With the state-of-
the-art CCS DC-DC quick charging the battery packs can be charged with 
up to 250 kW to enable even more flexibility and extended range for future 
worksites also with a single battery pack. 

Junttan takes one step ahead in the
pursuit of a sustainable future with
the world’s first fully battery powered 
electric pile driving rig, raising the bar 
to yet another level. Built as the same 
reliable and strong Junttan rig, but this 
time having a modern electric soul.  
Same robust structure and unbeatable 
stability, but with no CO2 emissions. 
Same working speed and reliability, but 
less consumed energy. Even more power 
but with less noise pollution.



Recommended hammeR size 4-6 ton

side oR top cathead

hydRaulic pile aRms on leadeR

veRtical movement up / down 1 000 / 500 mm

hoRizontal movement 1 500 mm

leadeR capacity 16 000 kg

telescope movement 4 m

inclinations accoRding to a sepaRate capacity tables  
calculated foR chosen setup

Cabine

aiR conditioning

foot boaRds side of the cabine

Radio / cd playeR

safety cabine (fops tested)

window coveRs foR the cabine with locks

ipileR Readiness

electRic poweRtRain and batteRy pack capacity infoRmation display

HydrauliCs

max. oil flow 2 x 160 + 80 l / min

hydRaulic tank volume 750 l

max. woRking pRessuRe 350 bar

hydRaulic oils accoRding to customeR choice

ReaR legs 2 pcs

tRack pads 900 mm wide

cRawleR length 5 100 mm 

min. width with 900 mm tRacks 3 200 mm

max. woRking width 4 700 mm
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JUNTTAN PMx2e PILING RIG 

No CO2 emissions

Less consumed energy per pile

Less noise pollution

Up to 6,5 h working time with one battery pack

More power and instant torque

Same robust structure and usability as Junttan PMx22

TECHNICAL DATA

WinCHes

hammeR winch bb7 12 000 kg

pile winch bb7 10 000 kg

eleCtriC poWer unit and inverter

danfoss em-pmi375-t1100 seRies motoR, abb hes880-seRies inveRteR

poweR: 266 kw continuous

toRque: 1 060 nm continuous
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WITh JunTTan PMx2e – going electric does 

not mean compromising the efficiency and 

power of the machine. 

Hammer  

leader 
(All same leader configurations as standard Junttan PMx22)

battery unit

capacity: 396kwh, usable net capacity ~320 kwh

up to 6,5 h woRking time with a single chaRge *

2 h chaRging time with dc-based quick chaRging with up to 250 kw poweR

8 h chaRging time with dc-based chaRging utilizing a standaRd 63a mains outlet

independent swappable module design

inteRnal heating and cooling ciRcuit

touch scReen foR batteRy unit infoRmation

ccs2 chaRging poRt foR dc-based chaRging

exteRnal kempoweR t800 dc-chaRging station

* medium load working cycle


